It is very hard to express God’s grace sometimes, by the present report I would like
to thank my family in US California RANDY WILLIAMS & PAMELA WILLIAMS and
Oparation 29 11 staff to their kindness, compassion to change lives of million
persons in AFRICA especially the DRC, truly I don’t know where to start.
Truly we thank God to make this happen, and today we are harvesting the first
result,and the impact is positive since February with 100$ as a donation, we send
seeds to Kampala the box with many varieties of seeds, according to our command,
we plant to have an agriculture product shop this year, we were able to pay an
Ingeneer,fertilizer…with donation from you God bless you one more this year 2018
saving our community…
The challenge at our side was to have a field in which we could start with the
project,due to the distance and security in the area. Finaly we decided to select
families in charge of orphans, and we formulate a group of 12 families, we find a
plot of one member.
Germination:
I gave a part of seeds to a team of our Baptist Church, unfortunately a following up
wasn’t daily and great part of seeds didn’t appear. This step was difficult for this
germination we did it at around 12 miles from the town, reason why we did the
lobbing to find a plot near the market to Kiwanja,Rurshuru Territory North Kivu
Province, for a period of six months.

Johnson appreciating onio germination

This guy was helping her uncle for I went to visit germination it was in August,
reason why, orphans were involved, this guy is an orphan of dad and her mother, I
mean total orphan, he related.
We did transplantation to a field, this step it
wasn’t easy due to it localization, near an old
market, rubbers check in the ground, and
contruct a plot with old tins, to prevent goats
access to our crops,we planted cabbages,
onio, carrots,tomatos.

Our strategies was to formulate
a group composed by families
which have orphans, after
harvesting they can start an
activities to prevent poverty in
their family. As you can see on
this picture the plot made in old
tins, the space was divided into
4 groups this one planted
tomatos

This women is the president of the group and she is harvesting

This is a result of an engagement for the team as an experience of the groups, it
was time to train them, this coming year every group will look a place where he will
be in an program of self-sufficient,we will provide for them seeds and expertise with
an Agriculture Ingineer.
Im thiking to created an agriculture materials shop, such as fertilizers, pumps and
other products, that is a difficulties we are facing of as a challenge.
We did all our best to stop crops to be attacked by insects, even if it was in the dry
season, God respond to our prayers, orphans are not staving this period, By God’s
grace this 2018 we wish to have a rotative micro finance for a group, for realize
women are interested in this program,

During my supervision i was happy to meet the crops, according to their report the
project succeded so they looking for a large space.

The man in bleu T shirt is an agriculture Engineer, him and I time to time we where
there every morning to meet the team.

May God openly to every one who made this happen. Wishing you a Merry
Christmas and happy new year 2018

